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Collision-induced  dissociation  of  protonated  AGabaAIG  (where  Gaba  is  gamma-amino  butyric  acid,
NH2–(CH2)3–COOH)  leads  to  an  unusually  stable  a3 ion.  Tandem  mass  spectrometry  and  theory  are  used
here  to probe  the enhanced  stability  of this  fragment,  whose  counterpart  is  not  usually  observed  in CID
of protonated  peptides  containing  only  alpha  amino  acids.  Experiments  are  carried  out  on the  unlabelled
and 15N-Ala  labeled  AGabaAIG  (labeled  separately  at residue  one  or three)  probing  the  b3,  a3,  a3-NH3 (a3

*),
and b2 fragments  while  theory  is  used  to characterize  the  most  stable  b3, a3,  and  b2 structures  and  the
formation  and  dissociation  of  the  a3 ion.  Our  results  indicate  the  AGabaA  oxazolone  b3 isomer  undergoes
ollision induced dissociation
ragmentation
ensity functional theory
elative energies

head-to-tail  macrocyclization  and  subsequent  ring  opening  to form  the  GabaAA  sequence  isomer  while
this chemistry  is energetically  disfavored  for the  AAA  sequence.  The  AGabaA  a3 fragment  also  undergoes
macrocyclization  and  rearrangement  to form  the rearranged  imine–amide  isomer  while  this  reaction  is
energetically  disfavored  for the  AAA  sequence.  The  barriers  to dissociation  of the  AGabaA  a3 ion  via the
a3 →  b2 and  a3 →  a3

* channels  are  higher  than  the  literature  values  reported  for  the  AAA sequence.  These
r  exp
two  effects  provide  a  clea

. Introduction

A  great deal of research has focused on understanding how gas-
hase peptide ions fragment upon activation in collision induced
issociation (CID). Studies on the structures and reactivities of pep-
ide fragments are of great importance due to the widespread use
f tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) for the identification of pro-
eins in proteomics. In proteomic analyses, proteins are first broken
own into peptides by enzymatic digestion generating a mixture of
eptides. This mixture is then separated by HPLC and subsequently
nalyzed by automated MS/MS. Peptide ions are typically subjected
o CID, where energy is imparted into the ion by collisions with

 neutral gas and the ion then fragments producing product ion
pectra [1,2]. CID predominantly forms fragments by breaking the
eptide bonds leading to b and y ions [3,4], with the former often
ragmenting further to a ion fragments. The information encoded

n the observed mass-to-charge ratios is then used to decipher
equences, mostly by automated bioinformatics tools. Most soft-
are assumes an even distribution of cleavage probabilities for the
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lanation  for the  enhanced  stability  of  the  AGabaA  a3 ion.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

amide bonds and will compare such theoretical spectra, or even
simple m/z lists with little or no intensity information, to exper-
imental fragmentation patterns to identify the peptide sequence.
Recent research efforts by the gas-phase ion chemistry community
are aimed at greater understanding of why  certain peptide frag-
ments are formed and elucidation of the mechanisms that guide
this fragmentation [5].  It has been proposed that this informa-
tion can be used to improve the current sequencing/identification
software and therefore could lead to improved data-processing in
large-scale proteomics projects.

While recent studies have shed light on fine details of the
formation, structures, and reactivities of b fragments [6–11], rel-
atively less is known about a fragments [12–25].  It is generally
accepted that an ions typically result by CO loss from the oxa-
zolone isomer of bn fragment ions [12,16,17] as proposed by
Harrison. The resulting imine isomer ( CO HN+ CH Rn) has a
linear backbone; e.g. CO is eliminated from the C-terminal oxa-
zolone ring of the bn ions in the bn → an reaction [15,18].  The
imine isomer an ions are reactive and can undergo a variety of
rearrangement and fragmentation reactions. In order to deter-
mine their most stable structures recent studies employed infrared
multi-photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy [8,23–25] and ion

mobility spectrometry [20] both combined with extensive model-
ing. These investigations indicated that the linear imine isomer of an

ions can undergo head-to-tail cyclization [8] forming a macrocyclic
isomer with a backbone composed of a secondary amine and amide

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2012.02.028
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13873806
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijms
mailto:B.Paizs@dkfz.de
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Scheme 1. Possible fragmentation pathways for formation of a3

roups. This macrocyclic isomer can open up to reform the original
inear imine or, after proton transfer to the amide nitrogen adja-
ent to the secondary amine, to a rearranged ‘imine–amide’ isomer
23]. These a3 pathways as well as the formation of a3 from b3 are
hown in Scheme 1. Theoretical studies indicate the macrocyclic
somer as energetically favored or more favored than the linear
mine and the rearranged ‘imine–amide’ structure is much more
avored than the first two. The actual abundance ratios of these
tructures depend on the experimental conditions under which the
n ions are formed and probed [25]. For example, ion mobility data
20] on the a4 of protonated YGGFL indicate the presence of all three
tructures while a recent IR spectroscopy study performed in an
on trap on the same ion indicates dominance of the ‘imine–amide’
somer [25].

Two major dissociation reactions of an ions are described in the
iterature including elimination of ammonia to form the an-NH3
an

*) [15] ion and fragmentation to the next-lower b ion, the bn−1
on [19]. A mechanism proposed previously, which is shown on
athway b of Scheme 1, suggests the bn−1 can be formed via attack
f the closest N-terminal carbonyl oxygen on the carbonyl carbon
-terminal to the protonated imine [19] leading to loss of the C-

erminal imine and formation of Harrison’s stable linear oxazolone

n−1. There is greater debate about what mechanism leads to an*
ormation. It was previously proposed by Glish and coworkers [15]
hat this ion was  formed after proton transfer to the N-terminus of
he linear form by elimination of the N-terminal NH3

+ as ammonia
s subsequent fragments proposed in the literature [14,18,22,24].

upon attack of the C-terminal imine nitrogen by an SN2 reaction
that forms a macrocycle, which has a fixed charge at the origi-
nal imine nitrogen that could in principle unfold to an acylium (or
rather oxazolone terminated) an* ion [15], as shown in Scheme 1
pathway a. More recently, Cooper et al. [18] proposed an alterna-
tive mechanism, described in Scheme 1 by pathway c, that leads
to elimination of the imine nitrogen (e.g. not the N-terminal amine
nitrogen) in the departing ammonia. The process is initiated via
nucleophilic attack by the N-terminal adjacent carbonyl oxygen on
the carbonyl carbon adjacent to the C-terminal imine, e.g. via the
same reaction that leads to the bn−1 ion. Before complete loss of
the imine to form bn−1, however, a proton-bound dimer (PBD) of
the two fragments is formed. This PBD can rearrange bringing the
imine close to the N-terminus of the bn−1 fragment where it cova-
lently binds via a C N bond. This new re-associated structure can
then undergo a proton transfer to give an NH3 group that is eas-
ily lost [18]. Site-specific 15N labeling of the FGGFL peptide was
used to probe the SN2 and PBD ammonia elimination reactions;
only the latter was  compatible with the labeling data indicating
that the former pathway is not active [22]. Another mechanism
for the ammonia elimination was  proposed recently [26] from
the rearranged ‘imine–amide’ an structures (see above). Formally,

these have the Rn CH NH+ CHR1 · · · CO NH2 backbone and if
the ionizing proton is transferred to the C-terminal amide nitro-
gen Rn CH N CHR1 · · · CO NH3

+ is formed from which NH3 is
eliminated by attack of the N-terminal adjacent carbonyl oxygen.
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One unusual trend in the chemistry of an ions is the low inten-
ity of the a3 fragment ions compared to that of other an fragments.
lish and co-workers [21] analyzed 29 peptides and discovered that

he CID spectra of the majority of these did not feature the a3 frag-
ent while a2 and a4 were present under the same CID conditions.
sing a theoretical approach, Glish and coworkers investigated the
4 → a4 → b3 → a3 → b2 → a2 → a1 reaction cascade and concluded
hat the barrier to the a3 → b2 reaction was significantly lower
han to those of a4 → b3 and a2 → a1, making the a3 structure eas-
ly convertible to the more stable b2. Concurrently, Zubarev and
o-workers [27] reached the same conclusion in a statistical anal-
sis of a large spectral database collected in studies on human
nd Escherichia coli cell lysates. Two trends were observed in these
ata: one that showed the high frequency of the b2 ions in the bn

eries and one that showed significantly reduced frequency of a3
ompared to the rest of the an ion series. Zubarev and cowork-
rs explained the latter by formation of alternative (cyclic peptide
somer) b2 ions and their increased stability compared to other bn

ragments. Moreover, an IR spectroscopy study performed in an ion
rap did observe a stable a3 ion from the GGGG peptide [25]. It was
stablished to be a seven-membered cyclic isomer formed from the
inear imine structure by attack of the N-terminal amide oxygen on
he carbon center of the N-terminal imine. It is worth noting here
hat the metastable ion spectra of the b3 ions of protonated AAAAA
nd YGGFL feature abundant a3 fragments that are likely very frag-
le because their abundance becomes very low even under mild CID
onditions [13].

Previous studies of this ‘a3 phenomenon’ have focused on pep-
ides composed exclusively of alpha amino acids. Here we  present
xperimental and theoretical data on peptides containing gamma-
mino butyric acid (Gaba, NH2 (CH2)3 COOH), AGabaAIG and
abaAAIG. The Gaba amino acid increases the length of the back-
one by two methylenes, and was chosen to create an artificially

ess kinetically favored seven-membered ring b2 ion instead of the
ve-membered oxazolone ring of the b2 ion, potentially encourag-

ng retention of the a3 fragment. In fact, in the product ion spectra
f protonated AGabaAIG the a3 ion is present as one of the most
bundant fragments, while the GabaAAIG does not form abundant
3 ions upon CID. The peptides were terminated with -IG since it
as believed, based on statistical analysis in our group, that this

nding sequence could provide a high b3 ion intensity with the
otential to provide high a3 ion intensity. By studying the forma-
ion, structure and reactivity of the related AGabaA and GabaAA
3 ions we aim to better understand the chemistry of a3 ions in
eneral.

. Experimental

All peptides were synthesized using standard Fmoc solid-phase
ynthesis [28] with all unlabeled, protected amino acids purchased
rom EMD Biosciences or ChemPep. Fmoc-15N-Ala-OH was pur-
hased from Sigma–Aldrich and used in the same solid phase
ynthesis method to produce (15N-A)GabaAIG and AGaba(15N-
)IG. All peptides were synthesized and then diluted in 50:50
2O:ACN solution with 0.1% formic acid to concentrations of
pproximately 10–50 �M.

The mass spectra were collected on a modified Waters Synapt
2 in positive ion mode using electrospray ionization. The source
oltage was set between 3 and 4 kV with cone and extractor volt-
ges set to ∼30 V and ∼5 V, respectively. Ions were selected in the
nitial quadrupole and fragmentation performed with argon gas in
he trap stacked ring ion guide located immediately before the IMS

ell of the instrument. Although not used in this study, the instru-
ent has been modified with a surface-induced dissociation (SID)

evice [29] placed between the IMS  cell and a shortened trans-
er cell. To perform pseudo MS3 fragmentation, the sampling cone
s Spectrometry 316– 318 (2012) 259– 267 261

voltage was  raised 20–30 V and resulting fragments isolated by the
quadrupole with trap CID occurring afterwards.

Additional experiments were performed in a Bruker APEX Qe 9.4
T FTICR. MS3 was  achieved through fragmentation of the peptide
ions in source, isolation of the investigated fragment in the ICR and
inducing further fragmentation by SORI-CID. All precursor peptides
were ionized via electrospray ionization at 4.8 kV. SORI-CID was
performed in the ICR cell after source fragmentation, where power
percentages stayed at 1.2–1.5% of their maximum excitation with
the length of each SORI pulse set at 0.3 s. Quadrupole isolation was
unnecessary for precursor or fragments, since there was  sufficient
source energy to result in each CID ion, which was then isolated in
the cell.

3. Computational details

Maestro (version 9.1) was used to build the starting struc-
tures for all fragments [30]. In order to generate a number of
starting structures for further quantum chemical calculations, a
conformation search was done with a Monte Carlo mixture model
(MCMM)  using the Merck molecular force field MMFF  with the
torsional sampling option from the Schrodinger software program
Macromodel [31]. The MCMM  conformational method is an algo-
rithm that explores geometries generated by randomly changing
torsion angles which are then energy optimized and either con-
sidered a valid structure or not based on a number of parameters
[32]. This process is repeated a specified number of times based
on user preference. In our conformational search, 10,000 struc-
tures were generated with 2500 steps per rotatable bond. Of the
10,000 structures generated, a cut-off of 1.0–2.0 Å atom devia-
tion was  set up and redundant structures were removed. Between
10 and 20 starting structures, selected based on representative
hydrogen bonding and torsional features, were chosen from the
100–200 minimized structures to be run at the PM3 and higher
optimizations. To calculate energies of each structure at the PM3,
HF/3-21G, B3LYP/6-31G(d), and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) theoretical lev-
els, the Gaussian 09 program was  used [33]. Stepwise calculations
going from lower theoretical levels to higher allowed for faster
calculation speeds at each theoretical level and the removal of
redundant structures. The final reported energy values were deter-
mined at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level, zero-point energy and other
thermochemical corrections were obtained from vibrational fre-
quencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. Relative Gibbs free
energies were calculated at 298 K.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. CID of protonated AGabaAIG, GabaAAIG, and AAAIG

The CID spectra of protonated AGabaAIG, GabaAAIG, and AAAIG
are shown in Fig. 1. Both Gaba precursor ions (m/z at 416.25) give a
variety of bn and an fragments indicating facile dissociation at the
backbone amide bonds. The product ion spectrum of protonated
GabaAAIG (Fig. 1b) is dominated by the b2 ion at 22 eV collision
energy (laboratory frame) with the b4, a4, b3, and a3* fragments
being less abundant. The CID behavior of this peptide is ‘usual’
in terms of the ‘a3 phenomenon’ because no significant peak is
observed at the expected m/z (200) of the a3 ion. The fragmenta-
tion pattern of protonated AGabaAIG (Fig. 1a) significantly differs
from that of protonated GabaAAIG. The base peak at 22 eV colli-
sion energy is the a3 ion. Therefore, CID of protonated AGabaAIG

is ‘unusual’ in terms of the ‘a3 phenomenon’. Furthermore, the a3*
ion is more abundant than it is in CID of protonated GabaAAIG and
fragments at m/z 140.1, 139.1, and 112.1, which were not present
in the GabaAAIG case, are present. The MSMS  spectrum of AAAIG,
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Fig. 2. MS3 tandem mass spectra (recorded using SORI-CID after source fragmenta-
ig. 1. Product ion mass spectra of protonated (a) AGabaAIG, (b) GabaAAIG, and (c)
AAIG recorded on the G2 Synapt instrument at 22 eV collision energy (laboratory

rame).

hown in Fig. 1c, is added to explain that the behavior of the stan-
ard Ala containing version of the model peptide does in fact show
o significant a3 ion intensity. At the same conditions of 22 eV col-

ision energy in the G2 Synapt, this ‘normal’ peptide has significant
on intensity at the b3 followed in abundance by the b2.

Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information shows energy resolved
ass spectra (ERMS) graphs for both Gaba peptides. These are again

ifferent, with that of protonated GabaAAIG similar to ERMS graphs
bserved for similar peptides with alpha amino acids [13,19] and
ith that of protonated AGabaAIG rather different from those lit-

rature cases. Again, the ERMS of the AAAIG (not shown) shows
o significant a3 intensity throughout the range of collision ener-
ies. The most striking difference between the two graphs in Fig. S1,
esides the lack of a3 in the GabaAAIG case and dominance of the
3 species in the AGabaAIG case, is the prevalence of the b2 ion in
he former. This suggests that the b2 ion with the GabaA sequence
s kinetically favored or very stable or both. It is also worth not-
ng that a3* is much less abundant in the GabaAAIG case than
n AGabaAIG for the whole collision energy range studied. These
bservations indicate that the fragmentation chemistries of proto-
ated AGabaAIG and GabaAAIG are rather different. Substitution
f an alanine residue by Gaba in the AAA sequence and therefore
xpansion of the backbone by two methylene groups produces a
arely seen a3 fragment when on the second position but gives
nstead a very stable b2 when on the first position. In order to fur-
her understand the effects this backbone extension can have on
ragment ion formation, MS3 studies were performed on selected
ragments of protonated AGabaAIG.

.2. CID of the b3, a3, a3*, and b2 fragments of protonated
GabaAIG

Fig. 2 displays the results of CID experiments performed on b3,
3, a3*, and b2 of protonated AGabaAIG. Both the b3 and a3 spectra
how abundant formation of a3* and the fragment at m/z 140.07.
ID of a3 features only a marginally abundant b2 peak at m/z 157.10
hile CID of b3 has a moderately abundant peak at this position.
ID of a3* results in two major peaks, at m/z 140.07 and 112.08,
espectively, indicating that these ions appear to be part of the
3 → a3* → m/z  140.07 cascade. However, a m/z  140.07 fragment

lso is observed in CID of b2 and it is not clear without additional
ata whether this is a structurally different isomer or has the same
tructure as m/z  140.07 in CID of a3*. Additionally, the b3 MS3 spec-
rum in Fig. 2d shows a peak at m/z 139.09 not present in the a3, a3*
tion) of (a) the b2, (b) the a3*, (c) the a3 and (d) the b3 fragment ions of protonated
AGabaAIG.

or b2 spectra and a peak at m/z 111.09 that is observed only in CID
of b2. This indicates the m/z 139.09 is formed on a pathway specific
to the b3 ion or that the energetics for each starting fragment ion
can drastically affect the intensity of the ions within a particular
cascade. The latter is a likely possibility since the MS3 of the m/z
139.09 fragment contains the m/z 111.09 ion as well (spectrum not
shown).

4.3. CID of fragments of protonated (15N-A)GabaAIG,
AGaba(15N-A)AIG, and N-terminally acetylated AGabaAIG

CID of isotopically labeled peptides has been successfully
applied to probe the dissociation pathways of a few bn and an ions
[18,22]. For example, the formation of a3* of protonated GGGG
was probed by studying CID after labeling the N-terminal Gly
with 15N. These experiments demonstrated that it is not the N-
terminal amino nitrogen, but rather the nitrogen of the third Gly
that is eliminated as NH3 in the a3 → a3* reaction. CID of proto-
nated GGGG is ‘usual’ in terms of the ‘a3 phenomenon’ because
the a3 signal is observed only under very mild CID conditions
[23]. In order to further probe the chemistry behind the ‘unusual’
‘a3 phenomenon’ featured in CID of protonated AGabaAIG, the N-
terminus of AGabaAIG was acetylated and AGaba(15N-A)IG and
(15N-A)GabaAIG were synthesized and their dissociation pathways
were investigated by CID. The main goal of these experiments was
to determine which nitrogen was  lost as ammonia in CID of the
AGabaAIG peptide and whether the nitrogen could be lost if the
N-terminus was blocked. Figs. 3–5 show the CID spectra of the
b3, a3 and b2 ions of the two  isotopically labeled peptides while
Fig. S2 (Supporting Information) shows the product ion spectrum
of the acetylated unlabeled peptide.

As expected, the m/z values of the a3 and b3 ions are the same
for the (15N-A)GabaAIG and AGaba(15N-A)IG cases (Fig. 3) because
these are both labeled with 15N. The fragments located at lower m/z,
however, show significant differences between the two spectra. For
example, a3* appears dominantly at m/z 184.1 for (15N-A)GabaAIG
and as a doublet of m/z 183.1 and 184.1 dominated by the former
when generated from b3 of AGaba(15N-A)IG. Similarly, we observe
a splitting of the formal b2 peak in both cases. Most interestingly,
the peak pairs 111.09 and 112.08 and 139.09 and 140.07 observed

for the unlabeled AGabaAIG and for (15N-A)GabaAIG merge in the
AGaba(15N-A)IG case under unit resolution but appear as separate
peaks if high resolution spectra are acquired (see inset in Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 3. MS3 tandem mass spectra (recorded using SORI-CID) of (a) the b3 of proto-
nated (15N-A)GabaAIG and (b) the b3 of protonated AGaba(15N-A)IG. Insets in (b)
are  expanded ranges of the m/z 140 and m/z 180–187 regions.
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ig. 4. MS3 tandem mass spectra (recorded using SORI-CID) of m/z 201.13 (a) the a3

f protonated (15N-A)GabaAIG and (b) the a3 of protonated AGaba(15N-A)IG.

Isolation and CID of the a3 ions of protonated (15N-A)GabaAIG
nd AGaba(15N-A)IG (Fig. 4) provide unambiguous information on
he ammonia elimination reaction; 14NH3 is eliminated from the

ormer and 15NH3 is eliminated from the latter. This clearly indi-
ates that the nitrogen of the third Ala residue is eliminated as
mmonia from stable (e.g. isolable) a3 ions. The formal b2 fragment

ig. 5. MS3 tandem mass spectra (recorded using SORI-CID) of the m/z 157.1 frag-
ent  of (a) protonated (15N-A)GabaAIG and (b) protonated AGaba(15N-A)IG.
Scheme 2. Fragmentation pathways of protonated AGabaA b3 ion.

of AGabaAIG appears as a doublet in CID of the b3 ions of protonated
(15N-A)GabaAIG and AGaba(15N-A)IG (Fig. 3). Fig. 5 shows CID
of the m/z 157.10 component of this doublet for (15N-A)GabaAIG
and AGaba(15N-A)IG. In the former case one observes only loss of
ammonia while in the latter only formation of m/z  111.09. This indi-
cates these two m/z 157.10 ions have different structures and the
m/z 157.10 ion of protonated unlabeled AGabaAIG is composed of
two structural isomers.

Comparing the CID spectrum of AGabaAIG (Fig. 1a) to its N-
terminally acetylated form (Fig. S2)  also shows distinct differences.
The CID of protonated acetyl-AGabaAIG (m/z 458.28) recorded at
20 eV collision energy (laboratory frame) has a base peak at the b1
fragment, which is only possible due to the acetyl group on the N-
terminus. The next most intense peak is the a3 ion and the spectrum
also features b2, b3, a4, b4, m/z 86.1, m/z 129.1, and m/z 157.1 peaks.
Of particular interest in this spectrum is that there is no significant
a3* ion intensity observed. With the addition of an acetyl group
blocking the N-terminus, the ‘a3 phenomenon’ is still entirely pos-
sible, but the ammonia loss from the a3 fragment ion becomes very
unfavorable.

4.4. Formation, structure, and fragmentation pathways of the a3
of protonated AGabaAIG

The product ion spectra of protonated AGabaAIG and acetyl-
AGabaAIG and the b3, a3, a3* and b2 ions of protonated AGabaAIG,
(15N-A)GabaAIG, and AGaba(15N-A) provide detailed information
on the related dissociation and rearrangement reactions that are
summarized in Scheme 2. In the following, we will discuss the cor-
responding structures and reactions with the help of theoretical
data obtained in modeling and quantum chemical calculations.

Dissociation of protonated AGabaAIG at the A I amide bond
leads to the oxazolone isomer b3 ion with the AGabaA sequence
(AGabaAox) that is expected to fragment further to form the unusu-
ally stable a3 fragment. The b3 ion either undergoes dissociation
to form a3 on the b3 → a3 pathway or head-to-tail cyclization
[34] to form the corresponding protonated cyclo-(AGabaA) iso-
mer. The latter reaction is energetically not favored for the b3
ion with the AAA sequence [21], however the increased flexibil-
ity of the AGabaA b3 due to the two extra backbone methylenes
allows formation of the eleven-membered macro-ring. Our cal-
culations indicate the macrocyclic b3 ion isomer (structure B
in Chart 1) is only slightly less favored (2.4 kcal/mol) than the
energetically most favored linear form (structure A, C-terminal
oxazolone protonation). This is in clear contrast to the AAA

case [21] where the linear vs. macrocyclic energy gap is more
than 20.0 kcal/mol. The isomeric seven-membered ring termi-
nated AAGaba form (structure D in Chart 1) is energetically much
less favored than the oxazolone terminated AGabaA species; this
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Chart 1. Various structures for the b3 fragment of protonated AGabaAIG: (A) linear AGabaA isomer terminated by the oxazolone ring; (B) protonated cyclo-(AGabaA); (C)
linear  GabaAA isomer terminated by the oxazolone ring; (D) linear AAGaba isomer terminated by a seven-membered ring. Characterized protonation sites are indicated by
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GGGG. IR studies on that ion indicate it forms a cyclic structure
generated by nucleophilic attack of the N-terminal amide oxygen
on the carbon of the C-terminal imine. The corresponding AGabaA

Chart 2. Structures for the b2 fragment of protonated AGabaAIG and GabaAAIG:
(A) linear AGaba isomer terminated by the seven-membered ring; (B) protonated
rrows with the corresponding relative energies (kcal/mol) and relative Gibbs free
he  oxazolone protonated AGabaAox species A.

emonstrates the superior stability of Harrison’s oxazolone ring
12,13] over seven-membered ring structures. Formation of a
even-membered ring is also kinetically less favorable than for-
ation of a five-membered ring; because CID is a kinetic process,

his must also be considered. On the other hand, the amino proto-
ated GabaAA form (structure C in Chart 1) is energetically nearly
s favored as AGabaAox. These theoretical data indicate that while
AGaba is particularly less favored as a seven-membered ring ter-
inated structure, one should consider both the AGabaAox and
abaAAox sequence isomers when considering dissociation prod-
cts of b3.

Experimental evidence for the head-to-tail cyclization and ring-
pening to form the GabaAAox b3 ion is delivered by CID of the
3 and b2 ions of the isotopically labeled peptides. In Fig. 3, one
bserves splitting of the formal b2 peak into m/z 157.1 and 158.1
n both panels. The fate of the labeled Ala nitrogen is explicitly
ollowed in Schemes S1 and S2;  briefly CID of b3 with the (15N-
)GabaA sequence gives (15N-A)Gaba b2 (m/z 158.1) and after
crambling the GabaAox internal ion (m/z 157.1). The peak at m/z
57.1 is more abundant than the peak at m/z 158.1, e.g. the internal

on GabaAox is formed preferentially. Similar conclusions can be
rawn from analysis of Fig. 3b based on Scheme S2.  Furthermore,
ID data presented in Fig. 5 for the m/z  157 ions from protonated

15N-A)GabaAIG and AGaba(15N-A)IG clearly indicate two  isomeric
tructures. Exclusive loss of ammonia is in line with the AGaba iso-
er  while formation of m/z 111.09 can be explained considering

he GabaA sequence. Most likely this loss of m/z 46 is a combina-
ion of a water and carbonyl group, as makes sense given the exact

ass work performed on the ICR. Furthermore, the DFT calcula-
ions performed on the relative energies of each possible b2 ion
tructure shown in Chart 2 provide an explanation for the prefer-
ntial formation of GabaAox over other GabaA b2 isomers. That is,
abaAox is about 9 kcal/mol lower in energy than the AGaba b2 iso-
er  and 8 kcal/mol lower than the protonated AGaba head-to-tail

yclized structure. This energetic preference for the GabaAox b2 ion
xplains the dominance of this fragment in the CID of protonated
abaAAIG (Fig. 1a and S1)  where this ion can directly be formed

rom the parent peptide and higher b ions without structural rear-
angements.
Our theoretical work on the a3 ion of protonated AGabaAIG
ocused on the AGabaA sequence formed from the AGabaAox b3
somer. No detailed calculations were performed for the a3 iso-

er  with the GabaAA sequence because the GabaAAIG was  shown
ies (in parentheses, kcal/mol). The relative energies are calculated with respect to

to feature ‘usual’ behavior in terms of the ‘a3 phenomenon’, e.g.
negligible abundance. CID of protonated GabaAAIG does not lead
to a prominent a3 ion, and the b2 is much more abundant then
the a3* indicating that the GabaAA a3 ion dissociates preferentially
to form the b2. Therefore, there was no expected deviation from
the ion structures and mechanisms previously discussed for a3 ion
chemistry [18,21,27].  The a3 ion with the AGabaA sequence can be
formed from the AGabaAox b3 isomer via the b3 → a3 CO loss TS at
35.2 kcal/mol (Table S2)  which is relatively comparable in energy to
the reported AAA value of 31.7 kcal/mol for the same transition [21].
This indicates b3 can easily convert to a3 upon excitation and the
Gaba residue at position two does not hinder this reaction channel.

In our calculations we considered most of the structures (Chart
3) proposed by Bythell et al. [23] for the a ion of protonated
eight-membered cyclo-(AGaba); (C) linear GabaA isomer terminated by the oxa-
zolone ring. As with previous charts, protonation sites are indicated by arrows with
the corresponding relative energies (kcal/mol) and relative Gibbs free energies (in
parentheses, kcal/mol). The relative energies are calculated with respect to the ring
nitrogen protonated AGaba species.
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Chart 3. Various a3 (AGabaA sequence) ion structures: (A, B) linear form protonated at the imine or N-terminal amino groups, respectively; (C, D) macrocyclic (eleven-
membered ring) isomer protonated at the secondary amine or the adjacent amide nitrogen, respectively; (E, F) rearranged linear form protonated at the N-terminal imine
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roup  or the C-terminal amide nitrogen, respectively; (G, H) nine-membered ring
even-membered ring terminated re-associated linear form protonated at the secon
ites  are indicated by arrows. Relative ZPE-corrected energies (Gibbs free energies a

tructures (G and H in Chart 3) are energetically disfavored. Simi-
arly, the structures (I, J, and K in Chart 3) formed by re-association
f the formal b2 and imine fragments in the PBD formed by
limination of the C-terminal imine are energetically disfavored at
8–20 kcal/mol relative energy. On the other hand, the macrocyclic

somer (C in Chart 3) is energetically as favored as the linear imine
erminated isomer (A in Chart 3) and the structure formed by
roton transfer to the adjacent amide nitrogen (D in Chart 3) is
nstable and opens up to the rearranged imine–amide isomer (E

n Chart 3) which is the energetically most favored AGabaA a3
pecies at approximately −13 kcal/mol relative energy.

Scheme 3 shows the dissociation pathways of the a3 ion with
he AGabaA sequence (those structures for which energies were
resented in Chart 3 are labeled with the appropriate letter code).
hree major reactions are considered here: (i) imine loss from
tructure A to form b2 [19]; (ii) macrocycle formation, and reopen-
ng the macro-ring after proton transfer to produce the linear
eordered a3 structure E [23] and subsequent ammonia loss [26];
nd (iii) formation of a proton bound dimer of b2 and the eliminated
mine, reassociation of the fragments at the N-terminus of the b2,
nd elimination of ammonia, e.g. the PBD a3 → a3* pathway [18].

Elimination of the C-terminal imine from a3 requires pass-
ng a transition state at 24.8 kcal/mol relative energy (calculated
sing the imine protonated AGabaAim as reference structure). This
hreshold energy is significantly higher than literature a3 → b2
alues, for example Cooper et al. [18] reported 13.8 kcal/mol for
he GGG a3 → b2 reaction, whereas Glish and coworkers reported
6.7 kcal/mol barriers for both the AAAA a4 → b3 and the AAA
3 → b2 reactions [21]. The relatively high barrier is explained by
ormation of the seven-membered C-terminal ring for the AGaba

2 ion; this structure is energetically much less favored than the
someric GabaAox structure (see above) featuring Harrison’s oxa-
olone ring. The relative energy of the separated products (b2 and
la imine) is 32.5 kcal/mol, again much higher that that calculated
er protonated at the N-terminal amine or ring imine nitrogen, respectively; (I–K)
mine, N-terminal amine, or ring nitrogen, respectively. The respective protonation

 K) are given.

for the AAA case (21.4 kcal/mol [21]). These energetics means that
AGabaA a3 ion is kinetically much more stable than the AAA a3 ion
offering a reasonable explanation for the abundant a3 peak in CID
of protonated AGabaAIG (Fig. 1a).

The barrier to formation of the macrocyclic an isomers is
10–20 kcal/mol as reported for literature cases [10,23],  so this is
not likely to be the highest energy transition on the pathway of
Scheme 3. Our 18.9 kcal/mol value for the macrocycle formation
of the AGabaA a3 falls well in line with these literature cases. The
proton transfer to form structure D from C is however expected
to be one of the rate limiting steps for this pathway due to the for-
mal  4-atom transition structure involved. Our lowest energy proton
transfer TS, from the transfer of the proton in the macrocycle to pro-
mote unfolding, is at 23.5 kcal/mol, just slightly below the threshold
energy of the a3 → b2 reaction. On the product branch of such TSs
one does not locate stable D structures protonated at the amide
nitrogen, rather these species spontaneously transfer to the rear-
ranged E structure. As the energetically most favored species on
the a3 potential energy surface (PES), structure E can in principle
undergo proton transfers to form the C-terminal amide nitrogen
protonated form (structure F) at 14.1 kcal/mol relative energy. Such
structures can eliminate ammonia by nucleophilic attack of the
N-terminal adjacent carbonyl oxygen on the carbon of the proto-
nated terminal amide bond. The relative energy of this a3 → a3* TS
is 22.5 kcal/mol, which is about 2 kcal/mol lower in energy than the
a3 → b2 transition state structure.

The second channel to form a3* is the PBD pathway that is
initiated by elimination of the C-terminal imine at 24.8 kcal/mol
threshold energy. We assume that subsequent rearrangements,
reassociation, and PT all involve TSs at lower energies [18]. The

relative energy of the resulting K structure that has the N-terminal
NH3

+-moiety is 19.6 kcal/mol and the corresponding ammonia loss
TS is at 24.4 kcal/mol relative energy. This TS is lower in energy
than the a3 → b2 TS by only 0.4 kcal/mol and is about 2 kcal/mol
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Scheme 3. Fragmentation pathways of AGabaA a3 ion. Relevant tran

igher in energy than the other ammonia loss from structure F at
2.5 kcal/mol.

The a3 → b2 and the critical a3 → a3
* TSs are within 3–4 kcal/mol

elative to each other for the AGabaA sequence. All these critical
nergies are higher than the a3 → b2 value calculated for the AAA
equence [21]. This observation provides a reasonable explanation
or the stability of the AGabaA a3 ion; one needs to impart much
ore energy into this species to induce fragmentation than is nec-
ssary to dissociate the corresponding AAA a3 ion. Furthermore,
he macrocyclic AGabaA a3 ion can undergo cyclization and pos-
ible ring-opening to form the energetically favored imine–amide
 state barriers reported relative to the a3 structure A ion in kcal/mol.

isomer. Such a reaction is not possible for the AAA a3 ion because of
the energetically disfavored cyclization process. Formation of the
low-energy imine–amide structure for AGabaA can be another rea-
son for the unusually stable a3 ion. More experimental work (such
as IRMPD of the AGabaA a3 ion) will be necessary to come to a
conclusion for this phenomenon.
5. Conclusions

With an extended backbone at the second position amino acid,
the intensity of the a3 ion can be significantly increased compared
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o standard alpha amino acid containing peptides. Through iso-
opic labeling and tandem mass spectrometry experiments, the
ragments of protonated AGabaAIG were analyzed and a reac-
ion scheme defined for the production of a3 and its consecutive
roducts. Modeling and DFT calculations have revealed that the
3 ion is most likely stabilized for two distinct reasons. (i) The
arrier to produce a macrocyclic structure is relative low and
esults in a macrocycle that is energetically as favored as the trans
mine a3. After proton transfer this macrocycle can unfold into an
mine–amide a3 13 kcal/mol lower in energy than the original imine
somer. (ii) The AGaba b2 ion is energetically noticeably disfavored
ue to the seven-membered C-terminal ring and the transition state
o form this b2 via an imine loss is higher in energy than the similar
S calculated for the AAA sequence. Another important feature of
he two methylene backbone extension was the ease with which
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